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A "delicious" (Dorie Greenspan), "genial" (Kirkus Reviews), "very cool book about the
intersections of food and history" (Michael Pollan)—as featured in the New York Times"The
complex political, historical, religious and social factors that shaped some of [France's] . . . most
iconic dishes and culinary products are explored in a way that will make you rethink every
sprinkling of fleur de sel."—The New York Times Book ReviewAcclaimed upon its hardcover
publication as a "culinary treat for Francophiles" (Publishers Weekly), A Bite-Sized History of
France is a thoroughly original book that explores the facts and legends of the most popular
French foods and wines. Traversing the cuisines of France's most famous cities as well as its
underexplored regions, the book is enriched by the "authors' friendly accessibility that makes
these stories so memorable" (The New York Times Book Review). This innovative social history
also explores the impact of war and imperialism, the age-old tension between tradition and
innovation, and the enduring use of food to prop up social and political identities.The origins of
the most legendary French foods and wines—from Roquefort and cognac to croissants and
Calvados, from absinthe and oysters to Camembert and champagne—also reveal the social and
political trends that propelled France's rise upon the world stage. As told by a Franco-American
couple (Stéphane is a cheesemonger, Jeni is an academic) this is an "impressive book that
intertwines stories of gastronomy, culture, war, and revolution. . . . It's a roller coaster ride, and
when you're done you'll wish you could come back for more" (The Christian Science Monitor).

Praise for A Bite-Sized History of France:One of Smithsonian magazine’s “Ten Best Books
About Travel of 2018”One of AFAR magazine’s “8 New Books You Need to Read Before Flying
to France”“In this Franco-American couple’s not-so-bite-sized history, the complex political,
historical, religious and social factors that shaped some of the country’s most iconic dishes and
culinary products are explored in a way that will make you rethink every sprinkling of fleur de
sel.”—Christine Muhlke, The New York Times Book Review“A very cool book about the
intersections of food and history.”—Michael Pollan, New York Times bestselling author of How to
Change Your Mind and The Omnivore’s Dilemma“This impressive book intertwines tales of
gastronomy, culture, war, and revolution . . . with brisk wit [and] imagination.”—The Christian
Science Monitor“Pack this one if you’re going abroad—or if you’re simply hungry. The authors
use food and wine as a way to trace French history from ancient times through today.”—
Time“This engaging book recounts the history of France through its food . . . in lively vignettes.”—
Foreign Affairs“A fascinating history of France through food [that is] exceptionally well-
researched. This culinary history is a treat for Francophiles.”—Publishers Weekly“A husband and
wife—he is French; she, American—move briskly through the history of France with a picnic
basket full of information about the connections between history and gastronomy. . . . A genial



journey through history that will leave readers both satiated and ravenous.”—Kirkus Reviews
(starred review)“There is so much delicious information about French food, history and culture
here that you’ll be tempted to polish off the feast in great gulps. Don’t! As is true with remarkable
dishes, superb wines and excellent storytelling, you’ll reap the greatest pleasure if you follow the
authors’ lead and savor this book in bite-sized morsels, the better to enjoy every bit.”—Dorie
Greenspan, “On Dessert” columnist for The New York Times Magazine, New York Times
bestselling and award-winning author of Around My French Table and Dorie’s Cookies“From the
delights of French chocolate (through Portuguese Jews of Bayonne) to France’s passion for
plums (brought home by the Templars from Damascus), A Bite-Sized History of France offers
satisfaction for all: tastes of history from the people who gave perhaps the world’s greatest
cuisine to the whole world. Why travel with a guide book on dry history, architecture, or politics
when you can sink your teeth into such a delicious feast?”—Juliette Rossant, author of Super
Chef“Who would have guessed forks had so much to do with bayonets? From the introduction of
wine to Gaul by the Romans to Napoleon’s pancake predictions before entering Russia, the
strange dialectics of war and peas offer a fascinating means of exploring the origins of French
culinary traditions. Funny and historically accurate, this delicious book will make you want to raid
the fridge.”—Jean Lopez, founder and editor-in-chief, Guerres & Histoire“Have the French ever
done anything that wasn’t motivated, one way or another, by their search for good food? It
seems not, and I can’t imagine a more fascinating or titillating angle to explore the history of
France than this wonderful book.”—Clotilde Dusoulier, author of Tasting Paris: 100 Recipes to
Eat like a Local--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorStephane Henaut’s
wide-ranging career in food includes working in the Harrods fromagerie, cooking for the Lord
Mayor of London’s banquets, and selling obscure vegetables in a French fruitier. He lives in
Nantes, France.Jeni Mitchell is a teaching fellow in the Department of War Studies, King’s
College London. She lives in Nantes, France.
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One of Smithsonian magazine’sTravel Books of 2018One of Time magazine’s“22 Books to Read
This Summer”One of AFAR magazine’s “8 New Books You Needto Read Before Flying to
France”“I can’t imagine a more fascinating or titillating angle to explore the history of France than
this wonderful book.”—Clotilde Dusoulier, author of Tasting Paris: 100 Recipes to Eat like a
Local“This impressive book intertwines tales of gastronomy, culture, war, and revolution … with
brisk wit [and] imagination.”—The Christian Science Monitor“Brimming with anecdotes as
surprising as they are appetizing.”—France-Amérique“From the delights of French chocolate
(through Portuguese Jews of Bayonne) to France’s passion for plums (brought home by the
Templars from Damascus), A Bite-Sized History of France offers satisfaction for all: tastes of
history from the people who gave perhaps the world’s greatest cuisine to the whole world. Why
travel with a guide book on dry history, architecture, or politics when you can sink your teeth into
such a delicious feast?”—Juliette Rossant, author of Super Chef“Who would have guessed forks
had so much to do with bayonets? From the introduction of wine to Gaul by the Romans to
Napoleon’s pancake predictions before entering Russia, the strange dialectics of war and peas
offer a fascinating means of exploring the origins of French culinary traditions. Funny and
historically accurate, this delicious book will make you want to raid the fridge.”—Jean Lopez,
founder and editor-in-chief, Guerres & Histoire“A fascinating history of France through food [that
is] exceptionally well-researched. This culinary history is a treat for Francophiles.”—Publishers
Weekly“A husband and wife—he is French; she, American—move briskly through the history of
France with a picnic basket full of information about the connections between history and
gastronomy.… A genial journey through history that will leave readers both satiated and
ravenous.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)Stéphane Hénaut grew up in Frankfurt and Nantes,
before moving to London and embarking on a wide-ranging career in food, including working in
the Harrods fromagerie and cooking for the Lord Mayor of London’s banquets. He later returned
to Nantes with his family, selling obscure vegetables in a French fruiterie, before joining one of
Berlin’s finest fromageries.Jeni Mitchell spent most of her adult life in Washington, DC, working
as a researcher and editor in foreign affairs, before moving to London to begin graduate school.
She met Stéphane on her first day in London; four years later, they married. She has a PhD in
war studies from King’s College London, where she is a teaching fellow specializing in civil war,
insurgency, and rebellion.© 2018 by Stéphane Hénaut and Jeni MitchellAll rights reserved.No
part of this book may be reproduced, in any form, without written permission from the
publisher.Requests for permission to reproduce selections from this book should be mailed to:
Permissions Department, The New Press, 120 Wall Street, 31st floor, New York, NY
10005.Excerpts on pages 18–22 from Poems to Friends by Venantius Fortunatus, translated and
edited by Joseph Pucci, reproduced with permission from Hackett Publishing Company.First
published in the United States by The New Press, New York, 2018This paperback published by
The New Press, 2019Distributed by Two Rivers DistributionCIP data is availableThe New Press
publishes books that promote and enrich public discussion and understanding of the issues vital
to our democracy and to a more equitable world. These books are made possible by the



enthusiasm of our readers; the support of a committed group of donors, large and small; the
collaboration of our many partners in the independent media and the not-for-profit sector;
booksellers, who often hand-sell New Press books; librarians; and above all by our authors.Book
design and composition by Bookbright MediaThis book was set in Sabon and CG
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ConclusionAcknowledgmentsBibliographyNotesIndexIntroductionLe beau est toujours bizarre.
(The beautiful is always bizarre.)—Charles BaudelaireIf there is one thing that shines through
the never-ending story of France, it is the easy coexistence of the sublime and the preposterous.
For much of its history, France has enjoyed a reputation as one of the most alluring and
enlightened countries in the world, while also bewildering visitors with its sometimes bizarre
customs, politics, and gastronomic habits. We hope that by the end of this book, you will agree
that this combination of the majestic and the mercurial, the glorious and the infernal, is what
gives France such a compelling (if sometimes confounding) character.The deepest roots of this
book lie not in France but in its eternal bête noire, England. It was in South London that I,
Stéphane, a dilettante French cheesemonger, met Jen, a newly arrived American graduate
student. This meeting led to a love story; a wedding with a very impressive cheese board; our
son, Jules; and, eventually, after we moved to France, to the creation of this book.Ensconced
once again in my hometown of Nantes, an artsy city in the western Loire Valley, I often brought
home cheeses that my wife had never heard of. Occasionally they were . . . well, let’s just say
they were sometimes overly pungent for the unsuspecting American. To try and soften the
olfactory blow, I would tell my wife the stories of these cheeses. I would explain where they came
from, from which animal and producer and region—and how this region, which was obviously



charming, and this cheese, which was not stinky but full of the flavors and smells of its home
soil, were intimately linked. I would also tell her legends and anecdotes surrounding the
cheeses, accidentally conveying a sense of the rich history of France’s various locales. Every
such recital would end with my inevitable supplication: “No, darling, honestly, you cannot reject
such a great cheese!”Soon, Jen thought I was an expert in French food and its history, when all I
really wanted to do was convince her of the greatness of its cheeses so that I could bring them
home without fear of rejection. She began to ask me questions about the origins not only of
cheeses but of different French wines and dishes. Well, when you have been anointed an expert
by the person you love, the last thing you want to do is disappoint them. So I tried to learn what I
did not know. I read books, asked questions of colleagues and friends, started to collect
anecdotes, and in the end learned a great deal about the history of some of France’s best-
known foods and wines.Soon, Jen started thinking that if we could put these stories together, in
their historical and social context, it would be possible to not only share interesting food
anecdotes but also slowly wander through the history and landscape of France. Perhaps this
way people might better understand why the French spend an enormous proportion of their
waking hours and income on food, and why in France we do not only eat food, we savor it, we
talk and sing about it, we philosophize about its meaning in life. When we want to say something
is sad, for example, we say it is sad comme un jour sans pain (like a day without bread). When
Charles de Gaulle wanted to convey the immense challenges of rebuilding postwar France, he
chose a metaphor everyone was sure to understand: “How can anyone govern a nation that has
246 varieties of cheese?”Our foods and wines—and, more broadly, all of our customs around
eating and drinking, farming and vine growing—are a central pillar of French society. They evolve
through the ages, just as the French nation does—through war and revolution, plague and
invasion, invention and enlightenment. In the process, for better or worse, they help define what
it means to be French.The pivotal role of food in French identity—and the political role of food in
French society—is evident today more than ever. If you see French newspaper headlines about
escargot, they are unlikely to be referring to the luscious dish of snails dripping in garlic butter,
but rather to a style of protest—going at a snail’s pace—frequently used by French farmers.
Among their grievances is the imposition of common European standards on French agriculture,
which they see as destroying their traditional way of life. As we will show, in many parts of rural
France, the production of food and wine remains true to methods crafted in centuries past.You
are probably also familiar with French protests against McDonald’s. But despite the disdain for
the American behemoth so frequently expressed among the French cultural elite, France is the
second biggest overseas market for McDo, as it is affectionately known here. As we will see, this
gulf between the elites and the common people is nothing new in France.Unfortunately, the use
of food to define French identity has become a favored tactic of the French far right since the
1990s, and it has increasingly seeped into mainstream politics in the past decade as well. In the
2012 presidential election, for example, both Marine Le Pen and Nicolas Sarkozy framed halal
meat as a threat to French cultural values and agricultural tradition. A number of towns run by



right-wing councils have removed pork-free options from school menus. Nationalist rallies
feature tables laden with pork dishes and wine, both of which have become totemic within right-
wing narratives that posit a France under threat from its Muslim communities and immigrants.
The subtext is rarely subtle: to be French, one should eat and drink as French people have
always done. And yet one of the clearest messages to emerge from French history is that French
gastronomy is an amalgam of tastes and customs from all around the globe: its vineyards
bequeathed by the Romans, its most famous pastry a gift from Austria, and the birth of the café
unthinkable without that fabulous Turkish import, coffee. Chocolate? From Mexico. Provençal
cuisine? Imagine it without tomatoes, another American import. In short, our narrative will show
how ludicrous it actually is to claim there is a “pure” and unchanging French cuisine.Food and
society and politics are interlinked here in France in ways that are constantly evolving and yet
surprisingly consistent in their basic dynamics. The ways in which politics, economics, and
culture intersect with food have become known as “foodways,” and they can reveal a great deal
about a country and its people. By exploring the foodways of France from its earliest days, we
hope to reveal some of the enduring patterns that explain its rise upon the world stage as well as
its lowest depths of suffering, its terrible conflicts and its marvelous innovations.The history of
France is intimately entwined with its gastronomic pursuits, whether one considers the food
scarcities that begat revolutions, the wars and conquests that introduced new culinary elements,
or the radical changes in religious and philosophical thought that remade the diets of millions.
Some of the most transformative innovations in human history have their roots in French food, as
we shall see when we consider giants such as Pasteur and Appert, and some of the most
inspiring political philosophies of the modern era were nurtured in the French café. European
imperialism transformed the global order and caused immense suffering around the world, a
tragic history whose depths may be plumbed by considering the patterns of exploitation that
emerged in food and agriculture. From the gastronomic legacies of the Gauls to the forgotten
vegetables of World War II, we will share a compelling and often surprising story of France from
the Roman era to modern times.Food is also an essential ingredient in the evolving and
overlapping identities of the peoples of France, as revealed in everything from the interrogations
of the Inquisition to the Cold War crusade against Coca-Cola. It has been successfully deployed
as a marker of social status and wealth across the centuries, and the enduring gulf between the
eating habits of the rich and the poor reveals much about the society they reside within. In the
end, we will see that however distinctive French cuisine may be, it also reveals some
fundamental commonalities between Americans and the French that belie the antagonism that
sometimes erupts between our two countries.Each chapter is short—a series of bite-sized
stories best told over a nice meal. Our hope is that you are already starting to feel a tad hungry,
and a bit curious about the French foods and wines you may not be familiar with. We will be
pleased if this book makes you want to travel to France and wander through its markets, towns,
and countryside. But if at the end of this book all you do is go out and buy a bottle of French
wine, some fresh bread, and a French cheese of your liking, and enjoy them with a new



appreciation that you are not just eating food but also enjoying a part of France’s rich history,
then we will consider our mission accomplished.1Our Ancestors, the GaulsMost French people
would doubtless agree with François Rabelais, the great Renaissance humanist, who declared
that “from wine, one becomes divine.”1 He may have been frequently accused of obscenity and
heresy in his day, but it was not for this indisputable statement.There was indeed a time,
however, when wine was virtually unknown in the land we now know as France. Twenty-five
hundred years ago, before the arrival of the Romans, wine was considered a foreign drink; most
people in pre-Roman France preferred to drink cervoise, a fermented barley brew. Only the
wealthier classes drank wine, shocking the Romans and Greeks by drinking it pure, not watered
down, and to excess—and by allowing women the same drinking rights as men.2 Most of the
wine was imported from Italy, in apparently huge quantities.3 Wine was cultivated only on a
small scale around Marseille, the oldest French town and port, founded by seafaring Greeks
from Phocaea around 600 B.C.E.This vast territory between the Pyrenees and the Rhine, and
the Mediterranean and the Atlantic, came to be known as Gaul, and it forms a natural starting
point for history lessons in French schools. Most people who have survived the French
education system will know at least two things about the Gauls.First, they are “our ancestors.”
For many years, “Our ancestors, the Gauls,” was a common refrain in history textbooks in
France, somewhat willfully defying the considerably more complicated genealogies of modern
French students. (This kind of approach is inevitable, perhaps, when one’s idea of a “melting
pot” is a fondue.)Gaul in the first century B.C.E., on the eve of the Roman conquest. Department
of History, United States Military Academy.The second thing most French schoolchildren learn
about the Gauls is that they had a magic potion, made by druids, that made them extraordinarily
strong. This is because French children, like all children, fall asleep during ponderous
descriptions of their ancestors and much prefer to read comic books about superheroes—like
Asterix, the diminutive but wily warrior from Gaul. Asterix and his friend Obelix, thanks to a magic
potion supplied by their druid pal Getafix, have various adventures that mostly involve beating up
Roman legionnaires, feasting on boar meat, and downing barrels of cervoise. The Asterix books
have been enormously popular since the 1960s, and have even spawned a film series starring—
in perhaps the most perfect case of typecasting in history—Gérard Depardieu as the drunken,
boisterous Obelix.But who were the Gauls, really? According to the Romans, they were pretty
much like Asterix and Obelix: they were their noisy, drunk, uncultured, ever-fighting, banquet-
and party-loving northern neighbors. As the Gauls did not provide much written history of their
own, most of what we know about them comes from the Romans, so the above definition of
them may not be entirely correct. Even the idea of a Gaul nation or political identity is not very
accurate: they were actually Celts, a people who lived throughout most of Europe at the time,
and they were ruled by many different tribal chieftains. The Gauls themselves would probably
not have known that they were Gauls, but the Romans decided to call them Gauls, and so they
came to be known to us.The everyday Roman started to really pay attention to the Gauls in
about 390 B.C.E., when they sacked Rome. In his History of Rome, Livy suggested that the



Gauls had invaded Italy in pursuit “of the delicious fruits and especially of the wine,” but in the
end it was gold they demanded in exchange for peace—a thousand pounds of it.4 The Romans
acquiesced, but when it came time to weigh the gold, they complained that the Gauls were
trying to cheat them with inaccurate weights. The leader of the Gauls used a simple yet efficient
technique to shut the Romans up: he threw his sword on the scales and declared, “Vae
victis!” (“Woe to the vanquished!”). The Romans got the message—so well, in fact, that they
spent the next 350 years conquering the Mediterranean shores, and finally Gaul itself. “Gallia est
pacata,” wrote Julius Caesar in 52 B.C.E., after his victory over the tribal chieftain Vercingetorix.
“Gaul is subdued.” For the next five centuries, Gaul would be one of the most important and
prosperous provinces of the Roman Empire, and its people would gradually evolve into “Gallo-
Romans.” Nearly every aspect of their culture, from religion to language to eating habits, became
blended with Roman elements. The beautiful French language we appreciate today, for example,
has its roots in this Gallo-Roman marriage.As the Gauls became more and more Romanized,
they began to adopt the habits of Roman wine drinking and vine growing. New vineyards
emerged throughout Gaul, producing intriguing varieties of wine that were appreciated even in
Rome. In the first century C.E., Pliny the Elder noted that the Gauls around Vienne, in the Rhône
Valley, were producing an excellent red wine. From the writings of Ausonius, a Gallo-Roman poet
and winemaker, we know that wine was produced in the Bordeaux region in the fourth century
(one of today’s finest Saint-Émilion estates, Château Ausone, is named for him). Nascent wine-
growing cultures emerged in the now-famous regions of Burgundy, Alsace, and Savoy, and
possibly even in the far northern region that is now Normandy.These wines would probably not
have pleased our modern palate. They were much more intoxicating, for one thing, which was
why “civilized” drinkers tended to dilute them with water. They were stored and aged in porous
containers and thus spoiled easily, so it was usually necessary to soften their flavor with honey
or herbs. Notions of vintage and terroir had yet to be invented. Wine was appreciated not so
much because of its taste but because of its disinhibiting qualities, so useful for social occasions
and religious rituals, and because it was known as a disinfectant for suspect water. As we shall
see in future chapters, the celebrated French wines of today emerged only after centuries of
obsessive experimentation with grape varieties and winemaking techniques. Thus, the tendency
for French winemakers to emphasize the ancient roots of their products should not be taken as
an indication of consistent quality over the centuries. This marketing approach in fact emerged in
the nineteenth century, when all sorts of gastronomic traditions were exaggerated or invented to
counterbalance the dislocating effects of industrialization and urbanization.5The Gauls may not
have been big wine producers before the Romans arrived, but they had managed to invent one
thing without which we simply could not enjoy wine and alcohol the same way we do today: the
wooden barrel. It is hard to pinpoint when they invented it, but it is certain that when Caesar
conquered the Gauls in the first century B.C.E., they were already using barrels—mainly for their
cervoise, but also to transport items of food, such as salted or smoked pork or fish. They were
thus a step ahead of the civilized Romans, who were still using amphorae to carry their goods



around. Now to us, it seems easier to use something made of wood that can be rolled around,
instead of a big ceramic vase with two handles. But then, the Romans had slaves to do the most
backbreaking work.Given that many of our modern tipples are aged in wooden barrels, which
add some lovely flavors to the alcohol, we should really thank our ancestors, the Gauls, for
making a glass of cognac, whiskey, or wine so much more enjoyable. Even the Romans, or the
Italians as they are known these days, can thank the Gauls, as one of the staples of Italian food
—balsamic vinegar—would not exist in its current form if not aged in barrels for months, or even
years, prior to consumption.It is not difficult to appreciate France’s Gallo-Roman era today, as
many cities and towns—especially in the southern reaches of the country—are still graced by
buildings, aqueducts, and bridges built nearly two millennia ago. The ancient city of Arles, for
example, has a remarkably well preserved collection of sites around its imposing Roman arena.
Its narrow winding streets evoke both long-gone antiquity and the sunny scents of modern
Provence, encouraging a perception that time does not always run in linear fashion in France. It
is a land where the ancient and the modern cradle each other, creating a history that is uniquely
and ineffably French.The Roman arena in Arles, built in 90 C.E., hosted chariot races and
gladiatorial contests for audiences of up to twenty thousand people. Today, it is a remarkably
well preserved UNESCO World Heritage site. Concerts and bullfights are still held here. © Gilles
Lagnel (Pixabay Photos).2The Virgin of the KidneyMany of France’s most beautiful cities were
founded in the Gallo-Roman era—including Limoges, the historical capital of the Limousin
region in southwestern France, which may have been founded by Roman emperor Augustus
himself. Long before the development of its famous porcelain in the eighteenth century, Limoges
was a prosperous religious and cultural center (when it wasn’t being ravaged by wars, despots,
and pestilence, of course). Today, the winding streets of its charming medieval quarter conceal
an important clue to the history of Limoges, and to France itself: La Vierge au rognon, the Virgin
of the Kidney. Tucked away in the small chapel known as Notre-Dame-des-Petits-Ventres, this
statue of Mary holding the infant Jesus as he solemnly gorges himself on a kidney raises a score
of unsettling questions. Why a kidney? Should that baby really be eating solids already? Is this
some kind of sacrilegious joke? To answer these questions—well, except the second one, which
is a blindingly obvious No—let’s return to our journey in the Gallo-Roman era.A polytheistic
Celtic religion had been common among the Gallic tribes, but after the Roman conquest many of
the Celtic deities merged with the Roman gods and formed a new Gallo-Roman religion. For
example, the Celtic deity Grannus and the Roman god Apollo were both associated with healing
and the sun, and so some Gallo-Romans eventually honored a kind of hybrid deity named
Apollo Grannus. Romanized gods were often paired with Celtic goddesses, a symbolic
manifestation of the broader cultural merging that was occurring. The nondogmatic nature of
polytheism meant that the Gallo-Roman pantheon could be fluid and adaptive.But everything
has its limits, and this Gallo-Roman bonhomie finally met its match in Christianity. Christians,
after all, believe that there is only one god, so there was never any hope of incorporating the new
Christian deity into the polytheistic posse. When the first Christian missionaries appeared,



condemning the false idols of the locals, they did not receive a very friendly Gallo-Roman
welcome. From the first to the fourth century C.E., they were usually either ignored or
persecuted, and sometimes even martyred.Perhaps the most famous Gallic martyr is Saint
Blandina, who died in 177. She and some of her Christian companions were fed to the lions in
Lyon (then known as Lugdunum), Gaul’s capital city. But Blandina was rejected by the lions,
either because she was very weak and did not seem much of a meal, or because God protected
her (take your pick according to your beliefs). She was then tortured to make her recant her
beliefs, but she never did, and she was eventually executed. She is now the patron saint of Lyon
(but not its lions).Martyrdom was always rather gruesome, but it was a very effective means of
becoming a patron saint. Saint Lawrence, for example, was a deacon in Rome in the third
century, known for distributing money and food to the poor. This attracted the attention of
Valerian, the Roman emperor, who commanded Lawrence to bring to him the riches of his
church. Lawrence brought him beggars, cripples, and orphans and said, “These are the greatest
treasures of the church.” The emperor was not amused and ordered that Lawrence be burned to
death slowly over hot charcoal. After hanging over the charcoal for a while, Lawrence remarked
to his tormentors: “This side is nicely grilled—you can turn me over now.” This witty remark
makes him the patron saint of cooks and broilers.In fact, most food-related trades in France have
patron saints, although not all of them met such grisly ends. Saint Martin of Tours, one of the
best-known early Christian saints, died of natural causes in the fourth century. He is the patron
saint of vintners (and, appropriately perhaps, of alcoholics) and is said to have introduced the
pruning of vines in the region of Touraine. According to legend, his donkey chewed up some
vines, and the next year the peasants noticed that on these vines there were fewer grapes, but
they were bigger and tastier. Thus, thanks to Saint Martin, the wines of Touraine had the
reputation of being the best in France. Another legend has it that after his death, the vintners of
Touraine cried so much that their tears altered the taste of their wines, and this is how Touraine
lost its spot as the best wine region of France to Burgundy and Bordeaux.And so we come back
to Limoges and the Virgin of the Kidney. Eventually, most of the food trades in France developed
their own guilds, a form of cooperative association that set strict standards for participating in a
trade and promoted its members’ mutual interests. Guilds became very important political and
social groups in the medieval era, and in France most of them adopted a patron saint to watch
over them. In Limoges, the powerful butchers’ guild chose Saint Aurélien as its patron saint.
Aurélien was a third-century pagan priest who was originally sent to Limoges to kill its bishop,
Martial, who had successfully converted many local inhabitants to Christianity. Martial asked
God to protect him, and the very obliging deity struck Aurélien dead with a bolt of lightning.
Martial then felt a bit bad about the whole thing and asked God to restore Aurélien to life. God,
showing rather a lot of patience with his bishop, made it so. Aurélien, now convinced that there
was something to this Christianity idea after all, converted and became the bishop of Limoges
following Martial’s death. Martial himself later became the patron saint of Limoges.The butchers
of Limoges plied their trade around the rue de la Boucherie and frequented its fifteenth-century



chapel, Notre-Dame-des-Petits-Ventres (Our Lady of the Little Bellies), which became known as
the “butchers’ chapel.” While their shops and abattoirs have long since departed the quarter, it
remains a charming street of timbered houses and sunny squares. The chapel itself makes for
an interesting visit, with its altar flanked somewhat conventionally by statues of Saint Aurélien
and Saint Martial—and with its bizarre Virgin of the Kidney statue, whose origins are now
hopefully a bit more clear. It reflects not only the old local custom of butchers giving kidneys, rich
in iron, to young children and new mothers, but the marriage of commerce and religion in the
medieval cities of France.1The French are famously willing to eat animal parts not often seen in
American supermarkets, and this tradition is particularly celebrated in Limoges, where butchers
have played an important social role for centuries. You can get a good sense of the outer limits of
offal gastronomy at the annual food festival sponsored by the Frairie des Petits Ventres
(Brotherhood of the Little Bellies), an organization established in the 1970s to combat city plans
to demolish the medieval butchers’ quarter. Thankfully they succeeded, and now every October
the Quartier de la Boucherie resumes its historic character with dozens of stalls offering a
fascinating range of meat dishes. You might start with the relatively accessible girot sausage,
made with lamb’s blood, or try the popular sheep’s testicles, sautéed in garlic and parsley. The
truly brave might sample the fair’s namesake dish, the petits ventres, which turns out to be a bit
like haggis: sheep stomachs stuffed with parts of the animal you’d rather not think about. For the
squeamish, there is no shame in merely sampling the more mainstream marvel of a burger
made from Limousin beef, one of the best beef varieties in Europe and the region’s best-known
gastronomic contribution today.La Vierge au rognon (the Virgin of the Kidney), in the old
butchers’ chapel, Notre-Dame-des-Petits-Ventres (Our Lady of the Little Bellies), Limoges. ©
Karine Hénaut, 2017.The heyday of the early Christian martyrs came to a close in the fourth
century, when the Roman emperor Constantine converted to Christianity; a few decades later,
Christianity became the official religion of the empire. The Gallo-Romans abandoned their
pagan ways in greater and greater numbers, and thus the earliest foundations of French
Catholicism were laid. No doubt these early Christians foresaw a glorious future for their new
religion in Gaul. Little could they know that the imperial edifice upon which it perched was
already beginning to crumble.3Barbarians at the PlateFew empires in history rival the Romans in
terms of the sheer breadth of territory they controlled. From England to Egypt, and from Spain to
Syria, nearly a quarter of the world’s population lived under the Romans at the height of their
power. Their technological and cultural achievements remain impressive to this day, whether we
consider the roads and aqueducts that have survived all these centuries, the language that lies
at the root of so many European tongues, or the poetry that continues to captivate readers
around the world. Of course, the Romans also did many terrible things—they kept slaves, they
fed people to lions, and let’s not forget the time they razed Carthage and sowed its fields with
salt. But none of this diminished their belief in themselves as the pinnacle of earthly
civilization.Roman gastronomy featured a similar duality. It included magnificent dishes and
excellent wines drawn from across the empire, as well as a number of ethically and aesthetically



dubious treats. Foie gras, for example, required the force-feeding of geese, while capons were
the innovative result of castrating cockerels. Apicius, a well-known first-century Roman
gourmand who committed suicide when his lavish budget for food ran dry, professed a taste for
flamingo tongues, camel heels, and the teats and vulvas of sows.This gastronomic diversity
might lead one to think that the Romans were limitless in their affections for food. But actually,
there was one practice in particular that the Romans considered so uncouth, so unimaginably
foul, that it revealed a complete lack of civilization. This was, of course, the unforgivable sin of
cooking with butter instead of olive oil, and it was one of the most important elements in the
Roman definition of a “barbarian.”Centuries earlier, the Romans themselves had been the
barbarians, from the perspective of the Greeks. But now that much of the known world was ruled
and shaped by Rome, they needed their own antithesis, a vastly inferior “other” that would help
define what it meant to be Roman. The various Germanic and Eurasian tribes congregating at
the fringes of the empire were easily cast as the barbarian hordes. After all, they did not speak
Latin or worship the Roman gods or live according to Roman law—and just look at what they
ate! Food has always been a useful mechanism for demonizing populations, and it was no
different in the ancient world. You knew you were dealing with uncivilized barbarians if they
cooked with butter, drank beer instead of wine, and relied on meat from the hunt rather than
farmed crops.1Over the years, the Gallo-Roman population had generally adapted to “civilized”
Roman ways, while the Germanic tribes in the north and east of what is now France adhered to
their own culinary traditions. Some argue that this explains why even today there exists a
noticeable divide between the north of France, where people are more likely to cook with butter
and drink beer or cider, and the south of France, where most dishes are prepared with olive oil
and wine reigns supreme. It would be nice if it were this simple, but such culinary divisions
actually do not map this neatly onto the Roman/German divide (and as we shall see, these sorts
of social preferences are rarely attributable to a single historical factor).The Roman sense of
superiority did not always correlate with the actual strength of their empire (a common historical
affliction) and in the fourth and fifth centuries it was often attacked by barbarian tribes. The
Romans succeeded in co-opting individual tribes, giving them land or loot if they would settle
frontier territories and defend them against other barbarians, but this proved to be successful
only in the short term. In the end, Gaul was swarmed by the Vandals, the Alans, the Suebi, the
Burgundians, the Visigoths, and, most important for French history, the Huns and the
Franks.Attila the Hun is probably one of the few barbarian leaders whose name is familiar to
most of us, with its enduring connotations of cruelty and savagery. Called the “Scourge of God,”
he built a mighty empire in eastern Europe, before eventually invading Gaul in 451. He sacked
towns such as Metz, killing most of its inhabitants, and the terrified populace fled before him.
Finally, he was defeated by the Roman army in June 451, near Paris, in the Battle of the
Catalaunian Fields, one of the bloodiest clashes in European history and the first major setback
for Attila in Europe. It was not, however, a decisive victory for the Romans; Attila returned the
next year to invade Italy, though he failed to reach Rome itself. He died in 453 in true barbarian



fashion, choking to death on his own blood on his wedding night.Overall, the Huns are not
remembered very fondly in France. But their invasion led to a French food legend, namely that
the Huns were responsible for introducing choucroute, or sauerkraut, to the parts of eastern
France that they swept through, like Alsace and its capital, Strasbourg. A classic dish in French
brasseries and bistros, usually eaten with pork or sausages, sauerkraut is popular throughout
Germany and eastern Europe thanks to invaders from the Asian steppes (although most likely it
was the thirteenth-century Mongols, not the Huns, who were responsible for its introduction).
The association of sauerkraut with Germany led to a more modern kind of food demonization in
the twentieth century: in Anglo-Saxon countries, “kraut” became a derogatory term for Germans
during the world wars, while the French preferred to call them “choucroute eaters.” During World
War I, some patriotic American manufacturers of sauerkraut even renamed their product “liberty
cabbage.” Luckily, in the decades since, sauerkraut has lost its political stigma. Today, it is
merely another trendy health food that you are probably not eating enough of.The Franks had a
much more substantial impact—not least in the fact that France is derived from Francia, the land
of the Franks. The Franks were a loose confederation of Germanic tribes living in what is now
Germany, Belgium, and northern France, on the fringes of the Roman Empire. After Rome fell in
476 C.E., following a prolonged period of internal decay and barbarian invasion, a man named
Clovis united the Frankish tribes and became their king. As the Roman Empire disintegrated in
western Europe, he conquered more and more of the province of Gaul, defeating both Roman
armies and other barbarian forces.2Clovis established the Merovingian dynasty, named after his
grandfather Merovech, who according to legend was descended from a sea god (the Franks at
that time being pagans). But Clovis married a Christian woman, and when he found himself on
the losing side against the Alemanni at the Battle of Tolbiac in 496, he prayed to the Christian
God, promising to be baptized if he was granted victory. The Franks turned the tide of the battle
and defeated the Alemanni, and so Clovis and the Franks became Christians. This was a
shrewd political move, given that by now most people in Gaul were Christian, and bishops held a
great deal of power. Clovis was baptized in Reims, starting a long-standing tradition in which
French kings were baptized, and later crowned, in the city. But he decided to make Paris, one of
his favorite towns, the capital of his kingdom. Thus, it was traditionally said that French history
started with Clovis and the Merovingians.Theodoric, the son and successor of Clovis, had a
Greek doctor named Anthimus as an adviser. Anthimus subscribed to classical Greek notions
about health and the human diet, which advocated eating certain foods to ward off or alleviate
illness. He wrote a culinary guide called De observatione ciborum, which helped Greek and
Roman food customs survive within the Frankish kingdoms into the medieval era. He advised a
copious use of ginger, for example, as a digestive aid, and ginger indeed came to be a
prominent feature of medieval cooking. His advice was not limited to which kinds of food to eat;
he instructed how they should be prepared as well. Beef should be boiled, then roasted—with a
gravy of pepper, cloves, and other spices—in an earthen vessel rather than a copper one. Meat
should be roasted not too close to the fire, and frequently basted. Chickpeas should be eaten



only very well cooked, with a bit of salt and oil.3 Anthimus also wrote a great deal on pork, which
was very much loved by both the Romans and the Merovingians. The French have kept this love
for pork and in fact have a saying that dans le cochon tout est bon (in the pig, everything is
good).But perhaps the lasting gastronomic contribution of the Merovingians had more to do with
the way in which people ate. Men of the Roman nobility used to lie down or recline while dining;
children, women, commoners, and slaves used to sit. But at a Merovingian banquet, everyone
sat on long benches, and this came to be the custom in France. Indeed, the idea of not sitting
properly at a table would be considered barbaric in France today.In fact, the modern French
have a lot of table manners that everyone is expected to know, which may be a bit nerve-racking
for foreigners who desperately want to avoid being seen as barbarians. For example, do not
smear foie gras onto toast (it should be eaten in slices). When eating salad, you should fold the
lettuce into manageable bites rather than hacking it into pieces with your knife. And for god’s
sake, do not slice off the tip of a triangle of brie! It must be cut lengthwise so that everyone has
the pleasure of eating the delicious center. While you’re at it, don’t even think about pouring
yourself an enormous glass of wine, like the Saxons (and today’s Anglo-Saxons) are wont to do.
Apparently, there are still plenty of ways to be a barbarian in France.The French proverb dans le
cochon tout est bon (in the pig, everything is good) decorates the wall of Aux Trois Cochons–Le
Père Fillion, a traditional bouchon in Lyon. Bouchons are typically family-run bistros devoted to
local specialties, especially meat dishes, with reasonable prices and lively atmospheres.
Unusual for France, most bouchon chefs have been women, including the famous Eugénie
Brazier, known as La Mère Brazier, one of the most influential French chefs of the twentieth
century. Photograph by authors, 2016.4Ode to GluttonyFate, most agreeably, has granted my
wish, my prayers deserved a savory giftthat fed the sisters, but did more good for me:they’re
sated by food while I’m nourished by love,glittering with decency as you fashion two
meals:restoring my heart as they eat what you serve,food feeding their bodies, love nourishing
my soul—because I need you all the more, you come a sweeter meal to me.In pious prayer may
great God hear your petitioningand wash over your lips an unending feast.—Venantius
Fortunatus, sixth century C.E.1If such words do not inspire you to infuse your cooking with love
and serve it to those you hold dear, you must be missing either a heart or a stomach. As we will
see, the sixth-century poet and churchman Venantius Fortunatus—whom the French today call
Fortunat—was lacking in neither. His platonic affection for a former queen sequestered in a
convent and the divine dishes she prepared especially for him have been preserved in his
poetry as a gastronomic love story for the ages.This particular poem was written at a time when
the Merovingian dynasty was often at war within itself, following the death of Clovis in 511. The
Merovingian kings had the habit of bequeathing their wealth and land to all of their sons, which
meant that every time a king died, the kingdom was divided again. Brothers fought each other
frequently to expand their portions of the heritage. Yet somehow, despite all the family feuds,
Francia remained in the hands of the Merovingian dynasty, although by the late seventh century
its kings had weakened to the point of being virtual figureheads. True authority shifted to the



powerful royal official known as the “mayor of the palace.”Life for the women of the Merovingian
aristocracy was particularly grim. Their destiny was to marry and try to produce a male heir, and
few women were lucky to live long and not die in childbirth (the life expectancy for women then
was only twenty-nine years).2 They could only inherit wealth if no eligible males still lived, and
they definitely could not inherit the throne. Polygamy was not forbidden, and it was accepted that
a man (especially an aristocratic man) could have more than one wife, although it was not
common practice. Adultery by women was strictly forbidden and punished severely, but it was
not uncommon for men to have mistresses. All in all, it was a quintessentially patriarchal society.
The only option for a woman who did not marry was to enter one of the convents that began to
emerge in this era. They became sanctuaries of a sort for unmarried and widowed women.The
woeful options for women at this time can be seen in the story of Radegund, the daughter of the
king of Thuringia, a territory in what is now central Germany. In 531, Thuringia was conquered by
two Frankish kings, Theodoric and Chlothar, both sons of Clovis. The kingdom was added to the
Merovingian lands, and the eleven-year-old Radegund and her brother were given to Chlothar
as tribute.When Radegund turned eighteen, she was forced to marry Chlothar, although she felt
no love for the man who had invaded her homeland and uprooted her from her family. In all her
years of unhappy marriage, she never gave birth to a child. She took refuge in studying, praying,
and helping the poor and the sick—so much so that it was said that the king had married a nun.
But Radegund was a warm, intelligent, and extremely pious woman. Her charitable works and
her devotion to God soon gave her the reputation of a saint.Chlothar eventually allowed
Radegund to live in a royal villa in Saix, a village in the Loire Valley not far from Saumur. But at
some point, the king apparently tired of the arrangement and demanded that she return to his
court. According to Christian legend, Radegund was saved from this fate by the “miracle of the
oats.” As she fled the king’s men, a field of newly planted oats suddenly grew to full size and
concealed her flight. Her pursuers, astounded by this miracle and not wishing to offend God,
gave up the chase.A more prosaic account has it that Radegund fled the king after he had her
brother murdered, and she then convinced a few powerful Frankish bishops to make her a
deaconess and threaten the king with excommunication should he try to recapture her. In any
event, Radegund was now free of the king’s clutches. She embraced a religious life and helped
found the abbey of Sainte-Croix de Poitiers. Out of humility, she joined the abbey as a nun, not
the abbess. Her lady-in-waiting and friend, Agnès, became abbess instead.It was at the abbey
that Radegund and Agnès came to know the Italian poet and traveler Venantius Fortunatus. He
was originally from Treviso, Italy, but fled the city ahead of invading Goths. He eventually reached
Metz, where the king of the Frankish kingdom of Austrasia had his court. Fortunat’s poetry
attracted many royal patrons, and he began to make a name for himself, later moving to Paris,
then Tours, then Poitiers. Fortunat loved life and food and was happy to unashamedly proclaim
that he did.How exactly Fortunat met Radegund is not clear, but he would certainly have heard
about her, as her story was quite uncommon. What is clear is that a deep friendship and
(platonic) love developed between him and Radegund and Agnès, and food seemed to have



been a way for the two women to show him their affection. In return, he would write poems
praising them and their cooking, and also sometimes send them small gifts. When Radegund
and Agnès fasted as part of their religious observance, Fortunat would send them notes begging
them to eat a little something. When Lent was finally over, he would send them more letters
expressing his happiness that the fast could end.At one point, it seems that our charming nuns
gave Fortunat a bit too much food, and he suffered from some ailment. His doctor put him on a
strict diet and he ranted about it to Agnès and Radegund, despairing that he could not see them
or eat their culinary delights. He had nothing good to say about the doctor (“No meal ever
satisfies him,” he harrumphed).3 But eventually Fortunat recovered, and once again received
“meals dripping in honey, like the sweet combs flowing from your devoted lips.”4 Honey was a
particular favorite of his.Fortunat left behind a memorable description of the food provided by the
nuns, and it also gives us a good idea of what one might eat during those “dark ages” (if one
were lucky enough to be surrounded by attentive nuns, that is):Your sisterly concern never lets
me forgethow the meals you bring keep me alive:The bounty of today’s supper was prime,at your
table vegetables drizzled in honeyran twice up and down the board,the smell alone could have
fattened me,the server could barely manage the loads,his feet were blistered at meal’s end.Then
a haughty mound of meat appeared,a mountain—with adjoining hills,fish and ragout girding
them,a little garden for supper within.Gluttonous, greedy, I scarfed it all down:mountain and
garden in a sluggish gut.I can’t remember much after this, since your gifts conquer me.Off to
heaven, conqueror Agnes, above the clouds, fly away.5The religious authorities must have not
seen his gluttony as too terrible a sin, as he ended his life as the bishop of Poitiers and was
eventually venerated as a saint in France and Italy. And perhaps unsurprisingly, he is now known
in France as the patron saint of male chefs and gourmands, absolving us from our gastronomic
sins. Centuries later, the great French chef Auguste Escoffier paid homage to Fortunat and his
love of food by dedicating a recipe to him: cochon de lait Saint-Fortunat. It involves cooking a
whole suckling pig stuffed with herbs, brandy, sausages, and chestnuts—the kind of dish that
undoubtedly would have sent Fortunat into a state of rapture.As for Radegund, she too became
a saint, even more well-known than Fortunat. Her abbey was destroyed in the French Revolution,
but the beautiful eleventh-century church built upon her crypt in Poitiers remains. It features a
stunning stained glass window, with one panel depicting the miracle of the oats; for centuries,
worshippers presented offerings of oats to Saint Radegund. And she is now known in France as
the patron saint of female chefs. Whatever one may think of the necessity of considering male
and female chefs separately, it is perhaps fitting that in this way, these two great friends and
fellow gastronomes are forever linked in the legends of France.5Left Behind: The Goats of
PoitouChabichou is a delightful little French goat cheese, with a lovely wavelike texture and a
shape reminiscent of a drooping cylindrical tower. Eaten fresh, its flavors are very floral and it
has a nice creamy texture, but after a few months its aroma becomes spicier and more
aggressive. It is exclusively made in the region around Poitiers, under a strict set of conditions
defined within its appellation d’origine contrôlée (AOC).* It also lends its name to the so-called



Route du Chabichou, a delicious tour of the Poitou-Charentes region and its many varieties of
goat cheese.Legend says that its name comes from the Arabic word chebli, or goat. As it
happens, Poitiers is famous not just for the lovely Chabichou, but as the site of an epic battle in
the eighth century that has traditionally been seen as a turning point in European history, when
the Frankish kingdom was invaded by a swiftly expanding Islamic empire. According to local
legend, the armed forces of the Umayyad caliphate brought with them herds of goats, and this is
the origin of the famous goat cheeses of the Poitou-Charentes region, which today accounts for
about two-thirds of France’s goat cheese production.1Very few details of the battle are known to
us. Even though French schoolchildren learn that it took place in 732 in Poitiers, it may have
taken place in 733 closer to Tours. In fact, in the English-speaking world it is often referred to as
the Battle of Tours. (This geographical ambiguity is absent in the Arabic name for the battle, the
Balat ash-Shuhada, or “pavement of martyrs.”)Whatever the exact date, the battle took place at
a time when the Islamic empire was barely a century into its existence and yet had already
become a preeminent power in the Middle East and Mediterranean. Its roots lay in the nomadic
tribes of the Arabian Peninsula, who were transformed by the revelations of the Prophet
Muhammad and the emergence of Islam in the seventh century. In the following decades, the
Arabs swept out of their homeland and conquered much of the Middle East and North Africa. In
less than a hundred years, they established an empire—a “caliphate”—extending from modern-
day Pakistan to Spain, in the process destroying the ancient Persian Empire and crippling the
Byzantines.The expansion of the Islamic empire across the Levant and North Africa had lasting
consequences for Mediterranean cuisine. Over the preceding centuries of Roman rule, a certain
continuity of diet had emerged around the Mediterranean, but now its southern shores were
enveloped by an Islamic culture that brought new foods from Asia—including sugar, eggplants,
and citrus fruits—and forbade pork and alcohol. As a result, pork and alcohol became mostly
confined to the countries north of the Mediterranean, and thus associated with an emerging
European identity (a dynamic that, as we shall see, persists to this day).2After the first four
Muslim caliphs, and Islam’s first civil war (which resulted in the schism between the Sunni and
Shia sects), the Umayyad dynasty took the reins of the caliphate. Based in Damascus, the
Umayyads oversaw the rapid expansion of the Islamic empire, including the conquest of Al-
Andalus (the Iberian Peninsula) by an invading Arab-Berber force from North Africa in the early
eighth century. The armies of the caliphate eventually crossed the Pyrenees and took several
territories in western and southern Gaul, thus becoming a direct concern to the Frankish
kingdom.At this time, the Franks were still ruled by the Merovingian kings, but they had become
so weak, powerless, and neglectful of their responsibilities that they were known as the “lazy
kings.” Real political power lay with the mayor of the palace, which at that time was Charles, son
of Pepin. He already had a well-trained and experienced army under his command, and was, in
fact, king in all but name.The Umayyad invaders were led by Abd al-Rahman, the emir of
Cordoba. The large army, numbering in the tens of thousands, conquered the wealthy province
of Aquitaine and then advanced slowly northward toward the Loire, hoping to sack rich cities



such as Tours. The Franks may have been outnumbered, and forced to rely on infantry to fight
the Umayyads’ heavy cavalry, but the slow advance of the Umayyad army gave Charles the
opportunity to select a favorable site for the battle, on high wooded ground. In the end, this
proved decisive. After a week of skirmishing, a hard-fought day of battle ended with the death of
Abd al-Rahman and an Umayyad retreat. Some say it was this victory that gave the Frankish
leader his enduring moniker, Charles Martel (Charles the Hammer). His decisive win was seen
as a victory for Christianity itself, and he was later referred to as the “Hammer of the
Infidels.”There is some debate as to the historical legacy of the Battle of Poitiers. Because it
marks the furthest boundary of the Umayyad conquest in Europe, the battle has often been
presented as a pivotal moment in world history, a victory that prevented Europe from falling
under Islamic rule. But more recently, historians have argued that the army of Abd al-Rahman
only invaded France for plunder and had no intention of lasting conquest. At any rate, the
Umayyad expansion lost its momentum later in the eighth century due to internal unrest, and the
forces of Al-Andalus would not have been strong enough to continue to occupy
France.Nevertheless, the Battle of Poitiers caught the imagination of the French in the centuries
to come. It was said that Joan of Arc heard voices telling her to go to Poitiers and unearth the
sword of Charles to help drive another invader, the English, out of France. During World War II,
both the Vichy regime and the French resistance drew upon the legend of the Frankish warrior; a
resistance group based near Poitiers took the name of Brigade Charles Martel.More recently,
the French far right has drawn upon the Charles Martel legend in their xenophobic campaigns. In
the 1970s and 1980s, anti-Arab terrorists in the Charles Martel Group bombed a series of
Algerian targets in France. The Front National (FN), France’s most successful far-right political
party, drew upon the symbolism of the Battle of Poitiers in the 2002 presidential elections,
deploying the campaign slogan “Martel 732, Le Pen 2002.” The racist message was clear: “We
will defeat the new Muslim invasion.” More recently, FN founder Jean-Marie Le Pen responded to
the popular mantra “Je suis Charlie,” following the terrorist attack on the satirical magazine
Charlie Hebdo, by declaring, “Je suis Charlie Martel.” While most French people would see such
comments as deplorable and in very poor taste, they unfortunately do appeal to a segment of
the population that can no longer be called marginal. Le Pen’s daughter and FN party leader,
Marine Le Pen, won more than 30 percent of the vote in the 2017 presidential election.Of much
better taste is our lovely goat cheese Chabichou. Whether its origins really do lie in the aftermath
of the Umayyad invasion is debatable. Goats, also known as “the poor man’s cow,” would have
been an ideal animal to nourish an army. Goats are very adaptable, can walk on harsh terrain,
and can happily just eat the grass on the side of the road while on the move. In fact, a goat will
eat nearly any plant. Its milk can be drunk fresh and it is relatively easy to make goat cheese
from it. It is therefore not hard to imagine that the Umayyad forces brought goats, and a tradition
of goat-cheese-making, into the Frankish lands, and left them behind as a remnant of their
thwarted conquest.Today, France produces more than one hundred thousand tons of goat
cheese each year.3 Chabichou is a delicious reminder that the meeting of different cultures and



civilizations should be a source of enrichment rather than conflict. If Chabichou could talk, it
would perhaps whisper, “Make cheese, not war—it tastes so much better, especially with a glass
of crisp sauvignon blanc.”* The AOC framework was created in France in the 1920s and 1930s
to identify and regulate geographically defined foods and wines, including many of France’s best
and most popular products. Each AOC defines the territory in which a food or wine must be
produced, as well as the sources and methods of production. The aim is to reduce fraud and
maintain standards of quality. In 2010, the AOC system was renamed AOP (appellation d’origine
protegée), but most people continue to use AOC. A less restrictive framework for regional
products also exists, known as the IGP (indication géographique protegée).6The Sweetest
KingWhen visiting France, you may sometimes catch yourself wondering if you have
accidentally traveled several decades back in time. Maybe it’s the long lines at the local bakery
or the vegetable shop, or the fact that hardly anything is open on Sundays. Or perhaps it’s the
feeling you get walking through the shopping district of any town of a decent size, where in
addition to the usual national and global chains, you’ll find small shops obsessively devoted to
one particular item—mirrors, for example, or accordions, or typewriters (typewriters!). It all
harkens back to an earlier era of consumerism, fast disappearing in many parts of the world—
and even in France, where enormous hypermarchés sprout in ever-greater numbers throughout
the countryside.One of our favorite little shops in Nantes, on a street of old cafés and boutiques,
sells honey. Only honey. Dozens of kinds of honey, with rows of sun-kissed golden jars nestled
up to honeys of the darkest and thickest brown, and every shade in between. It was a bit of a
shock at first—who knew bees were so multitalented? A whole new world opened up, one in
which we could purchase honey by region, by flower type, by medicinal potency.As it turns out,
humans have been in thrall to honey’s heavenly taste since the dawn of civilization. Some of the
earliest cave paintings in Europe depict brave hunter-gatherers fighting off bees in order to
collect honeycombs. The ancient Greeks thought it was the food of the gods; Alexander the
Great was said to have been embalmed in it. Mixed with water and left to ferment, honey
produces mead, perhaps the world’s first alcoholic drink, created independently in different
societies around the globe. From classical times through the Middle Ages, honey was added to
many dishes, as a general preference for sweet-tasting meals endured until the Renaissance
era. Even meat and fish dishes, which we tend to associate with savory flavors today, were
routinely sweetened. As sugar was not available to most Europeans throughout this era—it was
still slowly wending its way westward from its ancestral home in Asia—honey was the sweetener
of choice. It was also celebrated for its medicinal qualities, particularly as a salve for burns,
wounds, and sore throats.One of the first things one learns, after falling into the obsessive world
of honey, is that, much like wine, it is captive to its terroir: the unique characteristics of the natural
environment in which it is produced.1 Each type of honey takes on a particular flavor, fragrance,
and color, depending on the flowers and pollen that its bee producers have imbibed. As with
wine, the French have developed very specific labeling practices to explain the origins of their
endless varieties of honey (miel) and to prevent fraudulent claims from cheap substitutes. Miel



de lavande, for example, is a protected trade name for the golden lavender honey of Provence.
Miel de sarrasin is a buckwheat honey of the darkest brown, long a specialty of Brittany, where it
is used to great effect in Breton gingerbread and mead. The ancient Romans considered the
honey of Narbonne, redolent with rosemary, the best honey in the world. If you want to really
surrender to the French obsession with honey, you can track down obscure varieties produced
by bees that visit the flowers of one specific sand dune on the Atlantic coast, such as the
sublime miel des dunes available on Île d’Oléron.While beekeeping and honeymaking have
been practiced in France since the time of the Gauls, it was not until the eighth century that it
became a more organized and respected profession. Before then, people hunted for natural
beehives in the woods, or attached different kinds of man-made hives to their dwellings,
whatever suited their fancy. But one Frankish ruler changed all that, setting French honey on the
delicious path it treads today.Charlemagne, the grandson of Charles Martel, was crowned king
of the Franks in 768. He became one of the most powerful heads of state in history, controlling
the largest landmass in western Europe since the Roman Empire. He is regularly referred to as
the father of Europe, with both Germans and French claiming his heritage. Less well known is his
contribution to French agriculture and, thus, to the foundations of French
gastronomy.Charlemagne’s father, Pepin III (“Pepin the Short”), had succeeded Charles Martel
as mayor of the palace, holding the reins of power alongside the weak Merovingian king
Childeric III. Pepin took the bold leap of ending the Merovingian dynasty. He asked Pope
Zacharias to intercede in his favor, and the pope declared that “whoever holds the real power
should wear the crown.” Pepin deposed Childeric, shipped him off to a monastery, and was
crowned king of the Franks. He was succeeded by his son, Charles, whose glorious reign as
Charlemagne lent its name to this new dynasty, the Carolingian, whose kings would preside over
France for the next two centuries.At that time, agriculture was responsible for the vast majority of
economic and social activity in the Frankish lands, and so when Charlemagne came to power
and began organizing his kingdom, he rightfully focused on farming and food. He believed that a
more efficient and fair system of agriculture would revive the economy and provide stability for
his kingdom. His wide-ranging reforms are evident in a document known as the Capitulare de
villis, a collection of edicts on the management of the royal estates. The ultimate goal, according
to the document, was that the estates “shall serve our purposes entirely and not those of other
men,” and that “all our people shall be well looked after, and not be reduced to penury by
anyone.”2 Detailed instructions were given on how to manage farmland, fish stocks, and forests
and how to care for vineyards and animal herds. Stewards were reminded to always have
enough wine on hand and to grow and stockpile enough food to ward off famine. Surprisingly,
given modern perceptions of the “dark ages,” food hygiene rules were prominent, even though it
would be another thousand years before anyone knew what bacteria or germs were. Sites of
food and wine production should be kept especially clean, as should those workers who
handled food with their hands. Wine grapes should not be crushed with bare feet.The edicts also
dictated what should be grown in the gardens of the royal estates—sixty-eight types of plants



and foods in all, many of them with known medicinal properties, such as garlic. This established
a template for the medieval garden, and thus played a pivotal role in spreading the cultivation of
garlic throughout the Frankish realm. You can still see what a Carolingian garden looked like if
you visit Melle, a small, ancient town in the Poitou-Charentes region. One of France’s Petites
Cités de Caractère (Small Cities of Character), Melle also hosts three impressive Romanesque
churches and Europe’s largest publicly accessible silver mine, which once produced currency
for the Carolingian kings.And then there were the bees. Charlemagne decreed that each royal
estate should keep bees, thus expanding organized honey production in his realm. Two-thirds of
the honey crop should be given over to the crown as taxes. This bee tax, or abeillage, endured
even after Charlemagne’s reign and became a key obligation of vassals during the feudal era.
Beekeeping became tightly controlled; it was illegal to keep your own hive and not pay dues to
your lord. There were even beekeeping officials to monitor hives and prevent honey poaching.
(Though one wonders how thorough they were: there is a French proverb, after all, that avers,
“He is a very bad manager of honey who leaves nothing to lick off his fingers.”) While this was all
most unfortunate for the population, denied unrestricted access to their beloved honey, it did
help spur a more organized, innovative, and respected beekeeping profession.Overall,
Charlemagne established one of the most efficient and productive regimes since the fall of the
Roman Empire. He ordered that each estate should have ironworkers, carpenters, shoemakers,
soap makers, and so on. He valued education and scientific learning, although he did not know
how to read and write himself, and established schools in bishoprics and monasteries. (For
many years, in fact, French schoolchildren were told to appreciate Charlemagne as the
“inventor” of schools, though it is not clear whether this in fact endeared the great leader to
generations of bored youth.) Charlemagne attracted scholars from all over Europe to his capital
in Aachen, where he built a magnificent palace, chapel, and school. No one since the Roman
ages had done so much to promote knowledge: old manuscripts were perused and copied, and
knowledge and science were viewed favorably. Many refer to this era as the Carolingian
Renaissance, a small preview of the much greater transformation that would arrive six centuries
later.As the Frankish kingdom grew ever more powerful, it became a more attractive ally to the
papacy. At that time, the pope controlled an army and levied taxes; as the political and spiritual
leader of the Church, he could wage war against his rivals or excommunicate them. But the
popes often needed the protection of more powerful rulers, and Charlemagne twice came to
their rescue, helping them stay in power. His military campaigns also brought Christianity to
previously pagan lands. Having proved such an excellent defender of the faith, he was crowned
emperor by Pope Leo III in 800. This is often seen as the beginning of the Holy Roman Empire, a
political entity that would play a central role in European affairs for the next thousand years. By
the end of his reign, Charlemagne had extended the Frankish dominions to cover most of
western Europe.In the end, Charlemagne reigns in the French imaginary as the founder of
Europe, the inventor of school, and a powerful warrior-king. His role in the proliferation of French
honeymaking may not be as well known, but it was hardly less important for the generations of



beekeepers who followed his reign. Today, honey remains a beloved ingredient in French
cuisine, and there are still tens of thousands of honey producers throughout France, employing
time-honored techniques and the kind of devotion that Charlemagne would no doubt have
approved of.But as in much of the rest of the world, France has seen a dramatic decline in its
bee populations. In the past two decades, hundreds of thousands of bee colonies disappeared,
and French honey production declined precipitously from more than thirty thousand tons per
year in the early 1990s to only ten thousand tons in 2014.3 While there are multiple causes of
this, beekeepers argue that pesticides are a primary culprit. After twenty years of relentless
campaigning, they finally won a landmark victory in 2016, when the French National Assembly
banned the class of pesticides long thought to be the worst offender.Another sizable threat to
French apiculture will be harder to address. A third of French beekeepers are over the age of
sixty, and very few young people are entering the trade. Increasingly, beekeeping is a side
project, not a primary occupation. With these trends, we may see French honey production
continue to decline even if all the other dangers are resolved—and this time, there will be no
Charlemagne in place to decree a hive on every estate.7They Came from the SeaEngland’s
White Cliffs of Dover, immortalized in story and song, have overshadowed their equally
impressive counterpart on the far side of the Channel: the Alabaster Coast of France. Soaring
white cliffs tower above pebble beaches for nearly one hundred miles along the Normandy
shore between Le Havre and Le Tréport. Nestled among them, in the small port of Fécamp, is
the fantastical Palais Bénédictine, a neo-Gothic palace built more than a century ago by the
aptly named Alexandre Le Grand. It is here that Bénédictine, an herbal liqueur supposedly
based on an old monastic recipe that includes spices from around the world, is produced.How
did this small town in Normandy come to produce such an exotic and widely sourced liqueur? It
includes, after all, angelica from Scandinavia, nutmeg from Indonesia, cinnamon from Ceylon,
and vanilla from Madagascar. Well, as so often in France, there is the legend and then there is
the slightly more mundane version of the story. For both, we’ll need to return to the ninth century
and see what became of the Franks after Charlemagne.At the time of Charlemagne’s death in
814, the Franks were foolishly persisting with their tradition of sharing the kingdom among the
monarch’s sons. Inheritances create enough problems in normal circumstances—just imagine
the problems that arise when your inheritance is most of western Europe. Fortunately,
Charlemagne had only one surviving son, Louis the Pious. Unfortunately, Louis had three sons,
and even before his death they came to blows.In 843, the three brothers signed the Treaty of
Verdun, which more or less established the foundations for the modern states of France and
Germany. Charles the Bald received the western part of the Carolingian Empire and became the
king of France. Louis the German received the lands east of the Rhine River (hence his
nickname). Lothar received a long but thin stretch of territory known as Francia Media, running
from Belgium and the Netherlands through eastern France and western Germany, and down into
Switzerland and Italy. If this bit of Europe sounds familiar, it may be because France and
Germany (and plenty of other people) went on to fight over these lands for the next thousand



years or so. So while the Treaty of Verdun helped settle a family feud, it inadvertently proved to
be the seed for countless wars to come.The war between the three brothers was highly
destructive, killing tens of thousands of people, including many members of the ruling elite. This
left the new French kingdom utterly unprepared for the next threat on the horizon: Viking
invaders from the north.The peoples of modern-day Norway, Sweden, and Denmark were then
generally known as Norsemen, but the more adventurous sort who raided and invaded other
European lands were often called Vikings in the Anglo-Saxon world. (The Franks tended to refer
to them as Danes or Northmen.) The communities they terrorized saw them as primitive, violent
barbarians, but they were also traders and explorers who over the next five centuries established
settlements from Newfoundland to Russia, and from Scotland to Sicily.The Vikings’ European
debut took place in England in 793, when they sacked the monastery of Lindisfarne and killed
many of its monks. The Norsemen were not Christian, and they saw monasteries and churches
not as sacred sites but as great targets for plunder, as they were usually relatively wealthy and
not well defended.At first the Vikings only attacked coastal towns in Britain, but soon they began
to raid the French coast as well. The Franks were completely ill-equipped to deal with the threat.
By the time news of a raid arrived, the Vikings were long gone. As time went by, the Vikings
became more daring and their numbers more impressive. They sacked Rouen in 841, Nantes in
843, and Paris in 845. Charles the Bald, unable to defend Paris, only managed to repel the
Vikings by paying an enormous tribute of 7,000 livres (equivalent to 7,000 pounds of silver). It
was the first danegeld, or ransom, that a French king paid to the Norsemen—a useful practice in
the short term, but it may have helped encourage more raids in the long run.The Norsemen
began to establish permanent bases to facilitate the plundering of cities further inland. France’s
impressive array of rivers, so helpful to commerce and travel in times of peace, now only helped
the invaders to push ever farther into the Frankish heartland. But they remained essentially
raiders, determined to acquire loot, ransoms, and slaves for the then-bustling European slave
trade. They were not interested in occupying and settling the Frankish lands they raided, and so
while their attacks were enormously disruptive, they did not obliterate the evolving political and
cultural order of the Carolingian era.The French had a serious leadership problem, which can
best be summed up in the nicknames of the Carolingian kings at that time. Charles the Bald was
succeeded by kings like Louis the Stammerer, Charles the Fat, and Charles the Simple. Yet
slowly, the Franks reacted to the Viking threat and began to put up some defenses. They built
fortified bridges on the rivers, and the fortifications of towns like Paris (which at the time
consisted only of Île de la Cité, an island in the Seine River) were strengthened.But in 885, the
largest Viking force ever assembled in France, perhaps thirty thousand men, laid siege to Paris.
Eudes, the Count of Paris, and his fellow citizens knew that assistance from King Charles the
Fat, whose court was in Alsace, would take a while to arrive. They nevertheless refused to pay a
ransom, and hoped that they could hold out for long enough. Attacks on the city repeatedly
failed, and after a while, many of the Vikings decided to look for easier targets. Finally, after
nearly a year, the king arrived with his army, but even though his men outnumbered the Vikings,



he decided to let them depart. He even encouraged them to plunder the lands of Burgundy,
which were currently in rebellion against him.The Parisians and the French were horrified at the
behavior of their king, and in 887, Charles the Fat was deposed by his nobles. They elected
Eudes, the hero of Paris, to be the new king of France, the first non-Carolingian king since
Childeric III to rule France. And while after his death the Carolingians managed to reclaim the
throne, a precedent had been set.Meanwhile, the Viking chieftain Rollo the Walker had gone off
to pillage Burgundy with the French king’s blessing. (He was given the nickname because he
was so large, his horse could not carry him.) He then made another failed attempt to sack Paris,
as well as the city of Chartres. King Charles the Simple, the Carolingian king who succeeded
Eudes, finally made Rollo a surprising offer: if Rollo converted to Catholicism and paid homage
to Charles, accepting him as his king, then Charles would give Rouen and the lands surrounding
it to the Norsemen. In a way, Charles the Simple had found the simplest solution. Paying
ransoms to the Vikings was expensive and counterproductive. While it was occasionally
possible to defeat the Norsemen, they always came back. So why not let the Norsemen have the
coastal lands upstream of Paris and let them worry about how to defend the place? Rollo
accepted the deal. The name Norsemen became contracted to Norman, and the land they
occupied became known as Normandy. Rollo was rechristened Robert, the first Duke of
Normandy.The Normans gradually integrated into French society—speaking French, and
adopting French names and customs. They not only converted to Catholicism but, in a nice turn
of events, actively aided monasteries and abbeys. This included the abbey at Fécamp, originally
destroyed in Viking raids but restored as a Benedictine abbey by the Norman dukes. The first
dukes of Normandy actually had their primary residence at Fécamp until the thirteenth
century.While Normandy today is a land rich in food and liquor, this cannot be attributed to the
Norsemen who gave the region its name. Sadly, the Vikings did not bring a lot of exciting new
food products to France. A notable exception is the plant angelica, which the Vikings brought to
Normandy from Scandinavia. It was known to have various medicinal properties, and it is also
one of the main ingredients in Bénédictine.Bénédictine’s other ingredients, with their origins in
Asia and Africa, can perhaps be explained by considering what the Norman traders got up to
after their acquisition of northern France. In the eleventh century, some highly ambitious
Normans defeated the Arab rulers of Sicily and established a kingdom there that became an
important site of cross-cultural gastronomic exchange. The Normans were also active
participants in the Crusades, which helped expand the spice trade between Europe and Asia. In
the sixteenth century, King Henry II gave the towns of Rouen and Marseille a monopoly on
importing spices into France, and Norman sailors were among the first to defy the Portuguese
de facto monopoly on the spice trade in Africa and Asia.So it is not surprising that, according to
legend, an Italian monk and alchemist named Dom Bernardo Vincelli, who was staying in the
abbey of Fécamp, created the original Bénédictine liqueur in the sixteenth century from herbs
and spices that he foraged locally. If any place in France could claim that all those ingredients
were “local,” it was indeed Normandy. The legend claims that the Fécamp monks continued to



make Vincelli’s herbal liqueur for several centuries until the French Revolution swept away all the
nation’s monasteries. The last monk to flee Fécamp left some precious medieval manuscripts in
the hands of a local family, which seventy years later counted among its members a wine
merchant named Alexandre Le Grand. He stumbled across a manuscript by Vincelli, which
included his liqueur recipe, and started reproducing it under the name Bénédictine.From the
beginning, Le Grand used a very effective marketing strategy, employing well-known Belle
Époque artists like Alphonse Mucha to create beautiful and distinctive advertising posters. He
also marketed Bénédictine heavily abroad; today, about 75 percent of Bénédictine production is
exported, with about 40 percent going to the United States alone.1 To this day, the legend of
Dom Vincelli is a bit doubtful—but it sounds true enough, and Le Grand made the most of it. He
wanted to establish a liqueur empire, and for that he needed to build a castle—the Palais
Bénédictine in Fécamp, a worthy seat of production for this noble liqueur. Today, the glory of
Bénédictine is preserved at the palace’s museum, where the story of this singular liqueur and its
twenty-seven ingredients is explained.Le Grand’s granddaughter, Simone “Simca” Beck, grew
up in the family business. During World War II, when her husband was a prisoner of war, she
cycled around rural Normandy exchanging bottles of black market Bénédictine for food to send
to him. After the war, she moved to Paris and studied cooking, and fate brought her together with
an intriguing American woman named Julia Child. The two women hit it off at once, and Simca
brought Julia into her circle of gastronomic devotees. They later co-authored the classic
Mastering the Art of French Cooking. Simca devised a number of recipes that included her
family’s Bénédictine, its orangey sweetness making it ideal for glazing meats and adding to
baked goods.Throughout French history, the Normans proved to be some of the most
adventurous and independent-minded subjects of the crown and the republic. Few things
symbolize this reputation more than the purported origins of Bénédictine, which—whether true
or not—reflect the region’s self-identity as a land whose sailors brought the world to its
doorstep.Many of the early Bénédictine posters were produced by renowned artists and have
become collectors’ items. This poster was produced in 1907 by Leonetto Cappiello, known as
the father of modern advertising for his contributions to the transformation of commercial art at
the turn of the century. One of his innovative trademarks can be seen here: the depiction of a
bold color figure against a dark backdrop. The extravagant building shown here is the Palais
Bénédictine in Fécamp. Leonetto Cappiello, “Bénédictine” (1907). From the digital collection of
the Bibliothèque Municipale de Lyon.8Feudal FareFor more than a thousand years, French
winemakers have eagerly awaited one particular fall day: the Ban des Vendanges, when their
local administration decides that the grape harvest can officially begin. Traditionally, it was
marked with a festival, and you can still visit Ban des Vendanges celebrations today throughout
France (even in Paris, which has a small urban vineyard in Montmartre). Today the Ban des
Vendanges is mainly an occasion for celebrating and promoting wine, but it remains a minor
administrative hassle for vintners if they want to harvest any earlier. So, all in all, the Ban des
Vendanges is very French, as France is traditionally a big producer of both wine and



administrative hassles.The Ban des Vendanges emerged during the era of feudalism, which
developed in France as a result of the constant wars, internal power struggles, and foreign
invasions that made the ninth and tenth centuries so anarchic. With the inability of weak French
kings to defend and impose order in their realm, local lords became the dominant authority
figures. They built castles, organized resistance against aggressors, and ruled their territories
more or less independently. The kings could not command them and did not have the financial
resources to buy their loyalty, and so they had to create new political arrangements of mutual
benefit. They granted land—or fiefs—to local lords in return for their political allegiance and the
provision of military forces when necessary. Over time, these grants of land became hereditary.
Bishops and abbots also became feudal lords, eventually owning perhaps a fifth of France’s
territory.The lords who owned these vast territories started granting land to their own vassals,
who would then owe military service and allegiance to them. Thus, the feudal system was born.
French society came to resemble a pyramid: At the top perched the king (who was a vassal only
to God); underneath him stood the greater lords, the powerful dukes and counts of France; and
underneath them were a larger number of barons, viscounts, and minor lords. A vassal was
supposed to do homage to his overlord, promise to assist him militarily and financially if needed,
and do him no harm. In return, the overlord promised to protect and dispense justice to his
vassals. All oaths of obligation were sanctified in religious ceremonies, which in that deeply
devout era carried significant weight.At the bottom of the feudal pyramid were the peasants, who
represented roughly 90 percent of the population.1 Every peasant also had a lord, depending on
whose fief they resided in. In France, most peasants were serfs, meaning they were bound to
their lord on a hereditary basis, and had to provide set amounts of labor and taxes. They needed
the lord’s permission to marry, or to leave the land. There were also “free peasants” who rented
land from their lord. These arrangements formed the backbone of the rural economy, which at
that time covered most of France. Each fief, with its lord, serfs, and free peasants, strove to be
self-sufficient.In reality, feudal relationships did not always match this simplistic structure.
Medieval towns were not included in the lords’ fiefs and answered directly to the king. This
placed them outside the feudal structure, and as towns grew in size and importance, this
eventually undermined the entire political order. In addition, a lord could own multiple fiefs, each
with a different overlord, and this could result in some chaotic situations. For example, the dukes
of Normandy, whom we met in the last chapter, were vassals of the king of France. But when a
Norman duke named William conquered England in 1066, he became the independent king of
England. In that guise, he might wish to declare war on the king of France, but as the Duke of
Normandy, he was technically supposed to help the king of France if England invaded. We will
see later on the many headaches this created in Europe for several hundred years.By the end of
the tenth century, the feudal lords were so powerful that they decided who should sit on the
throne of France. This is how Hugh Capet became king in 987, thus ending the Carolingian line
and beginning the Capetian dynasty. (He made the long-overdue decision that for a dynasty to
survive, it had to have one clearly designated descendant; from then on, the eldest son of the



king would succeed him.) Hugh was elected king by the other dukes and counts because he
was not very powerful. He only directly controlled Paris and a small area of land around it called
Île de France (Island of France). It was not physically an island, but the term aptly describes the
political situation of France’s royal domains. Many of the great lords controlled richer and larger
tracts of land, and a weak king meant that they could maintain that strength and independence.
They were also free to fight each other, a near-constant feature of feudal society. Because of
this, even the most minor nobles built castles of some sort to ensure they could defend
themselves.
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Kate Sample, “No politics at the dinner table. I enjoyed the book overall and loved learning more
about the food and history of France, but I could have done entirely without the pro-Islamic
angle. There is a reason why so many French are wary of Islamic influence: one may recall
horrific terrorist attacks and anti-Semitic incidents at the hands of Muslims in recent years. To be
so heavy-handed with sympathetic appeals for tolerance in the wake of such violence left as
much a bad taste as an over-seasoned dish.”

happy gardener, “I agree with Dorie Greenspan's review on the back cover to savor this book in
bite-sized morsels to better enjoy every bite. Food and history can be highly entertaining.
Already some sentences in the first chapter (about wine) had me laughing out loud. The book is
very well researched and my knowledge of French history is expanded. At the same time I'm
finding out fascinating details about French food and drink. I agree with Dorie Greenspan's
review on the back cover to savor this book in bite-sized morsels to better enjoy every bite. Even
if I haven't finished reading I have already ordered more copies to give away to friends who are
interested in food and have traveled around France.For anyone having trouble reading small
print Kindle would be a better option.”

Amy R, “A feast of Francophile and culinary history!. "A Bite-Sized History of France" provides a
feast of Francophile and culinary history served up in easily digestible morsels. Not only do you
learn how certain foods and drinks and phrases came to be, you are also introduced to the
French history occurring around the food. This book fills the trivia banks on numerous fronts -
world history, food, drink, folklore, colloquialisms and more.Free ARC received from NetGalley in
exchange for an honest review. I also pre-ordered this book to give my sister who teaches World
History & AP Euro History - many of the tidbits shared in this book would make for fun extra
seasoning to her modules and lessons.”

reloadwhoop, “Just read a chapter and you feel hungry and brilliant!. Wonderful! Truly bite sized,
a few pages a chapter, that are well written, great vocabulary.Inthralling obscure facts about
history. Fantastic tie ins with food. A great way to learn more about history in general, France and
food, without being overwhelmed or bored.”

David L Keyes, “Yummy French history. This book was recommended by a fellow member of a
small group taking a walking food tour through the St. Germain area of Paris. I admit that at first I
just thought I'd skip around to chapters that sounded interesting, but the initial chapters were so
interesting that I soon started at the beginning and read it cover to cover. This a great blend of
what was happening in France at a particular time coupled with how a particular food or drink
played a part in the event or time period. Highly recommended if either subject is interesting to
you.”



birdaoir, “Loved it. This is a serious overview in brief of French history,using food as " the hook ".
It's much more detaiked,extremely well written, and full of surprising facts on food,than I
expected. As a serious francophone, I too,found I could still learn something new.! Worth your
time in every way.”

Janet Marletto, “A Delight for Gourmet and Gourmand. I heard an interview with the authors on
NPR and decided that I wanted to read this adventure into French gastronomy.Although I
consider myself relatively knowledgeable on the subject, there is always more to learn. This
book provides this education. It is delicious!”

djmom, “Fabulous book. We will hold on to this book forever. My husband is a big history buff,
and we both love French food. This will be great for our upcoming move to France and we look
forward to visiting many of the places with some knowledge of how and why the local foods
became popular! Highly recommend. It is fairly academic and takes a while to get through but it
is chock full of interesting and pertinent information.”

Ebook Tops Kunde, “Sehr kurzweilig und sehr informativ. Habe dieses Buch im Anschluss an ein
Geschichtsbuch über die Königshäuser Frankreichs gelesen. Hier also im Kontext der
kulinarischen Entwicklung des Landes, parallel zum Geschichtsverlauf. Ich kann es nur jedem
Frankreich-Liebhaber und Kenner empfehlen. Viele kurze Kapitel, die mit einem Nahrungsmittel
beginnen, über die dazu gehörige Epoche Geschichtliches erklären und wieder den Bogen zum
Essen spannen.”

The book by Stéphane Hénaut has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 233 people have provided feedback.
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